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Summary
• The S&P500 index is expected to stay under last week's high this week. Earning season  

may make index choppy for a while. 

• Oil  is expected to stay under $60 line for a move toward a lower level.  

• GOLD  is expected to hold above $1375 for consolidation.  
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SP500 index (ES mini, and SPY):

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up
Trade strategy:  Short a strong bounce early in the week

Long-term SP500 index remains bullish. The weekly PMO is positive and rising.  Index is 
making all-time highs. But intermediate-term indicators start to have an overbought condition. 
The Index is vulnerable to a correction at some point. The earning season begins this week. Many
stocks are overvalued. It would be a negative sign if price pulls back under the 2965 line
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  up but overbought
Trade strategy:  Short any early strong bounce

The SP500 index has an extremelyoverbought short-term condition. Last week the index failed to
reach the top of Wednesday's high, although it did fill the highest of the recent unfilled gaps at 
2979.50. Even though it bounced up for closing, the movement seemed to be bearish. The index 
could make its short-term correction soon. This week 3006 will be a key,  A move above it could 
prompt a final push up to the 3025 area, but we should not expect the price to hold that level very 
long. A big reversal move should follow right away. The 2950 area will be one place to control 
any downside move. A break below 2945 could lead the index down to test the 20-dEMA line 
around the 2925 area. 

Weekly Option 
Strike price Expiration

Date
Strike price Expiration

Date

3035

Meanline 2985 7/8/2019 ****

2900

**** see daily trading plan
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2. Oil ($WTIC, CL) 

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  Neutral 
Trade strategy: watch the $60.00 -$59.50 zone. If it holds price down, go for the short side

Oil was struggling with its two broken momentum support lines last week. They rejected any 
price advance again. Previously the long-term broad range was from $76 to $42; now it has 
narrowed to $62 to $52. A break down below this narrow range could lead oil back down near the
$42 area. 
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION: neutral with overbought condition
Trade strategy: short on early bounce

Oil had a nice bounce in the last two days of the week. But the 50-dEMA line acted as resistance  
and prevented sny further advance. As long as oil stays under the 50-dEMA line, the outlook will 
remain bearish. Last week's low will be a key line for this week. A failue to hold the price up 
could open the way to the $54-$52 downside targets.
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3. GOLD (GC, GLD)

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up with overbought
Trade strategy: buy on dip

The weekly chart remains bullish. The long-term support is below the current price. After the 
vertical rally from the May low, a retracement or pullback would be normal price behaviour. 
Gold could have a consolidation move above the long-term broken resistance line to wait for the 
20/40-wEMA line to catch up to the price before the rally resumes again. 
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:   up with extremly overbought
Trade strategy:  short on early bounce and buy on support zone

Gold pulled back sharply last Friday, but it managed to hold  above the short-term uptrend line 
(green). The long-term resistance zone at the $1380-$1340 area  turns into a support zone now. 
Because daily PMO indicator is overbought, it is likely for gold to continue pulling back down to 
test that long-term broken resistance zone (red) or alternatively form a sideways consolidation 
zone above it for a short time. In any case we will continue to see buying on dips near the support
zone.  
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS
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